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Reflecting on the last few months I think
you will agree we celebrated the NHS
turning 70 in style! With over 100 members
of staff taking part in the live sing-a-long which
was broadcast nationally on ITV, our junior
doctors winning the BBC 1 Junior Doctors quiz
show and a fantastic tea party which was
extremely well attended by staff, partners,
volunteers and the public. See page 18 for more!
Over the summer I was delighted to learn about
a thank you card from Peter Davis - you will see
him and his wife Wendy on the front cover.
Peter had a kidney transplant in 1978 this is one
of the longest surviving kidney transplants in
the country. He sent a thank you card to express
his gratitude to all of the staff who have been
part of his care journey. Read more on page 12.
In June we opened the doors to the second
phase of our Emergency Department, which
brings all of our assessment units together
bringing benefits to our patients and our staff.
Find out more about this new area, the
assessment units and what happens there
on pages 8 and 9.
Last year we launched our ‘Red 2 Green’
campaign which helps our staff focus on any
delays patients may be facing. A Red day is
when a patient receives little or no value adding
acute care. A Green day is when a patient
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receives value adding acute care that progresses
their care towards discharge. I am delighted that
we have extended this campaign to our
Children’s hospital. We hope this will help
children avoid unnecessary time in hospital. I am
looking forward to learning about the successes
from this launch over the next months.
Currently there are a range of volunteering
opportunities across our hospitals. If you or
anyone you know may be interested in helping
at our hospitals please pass the details on. More
information is available on page 20 and 21.
As we approach winter it is really important that
we all take care of ourselves. There is some really
good advice throughout this edition on tips to
be healthy. From fruit smoothies (page 6) to a
range of well-being sessions available to our
staff (page 4). Plus don’t forget to enter the
competition on the back to win a relaxing
overnight stay at a luxurious hotel.
Finally, please help us spread the word about the
upcoming Nurses Open Day in November.
See the advert below! We are looking forward to
finding and welcoming new recruits to our team.

Come and
be a part of
the team

Red2Green
Time is precious

Red2Green is a simple visual management system to assist in the identification of wasted
time in a patient’s journey. Louise Moran, matron of patient flow and discharge at Leicester’s
Hospitals said: “Red2Green aims to change behaviour and identify where we can work better.
We want to use this simple methodology to identify patients’ needs, identify any problems
that may be blocking patient flow and discharge, and improve the process of escalation,
thereby reducing the unnecessary waiting and wasted time experienced by patients.”

What is a Red and Green day?
A Red day is when a patient receives
little or no value adding acute care.

A Green day is when a patient receives
value adding acute care that progresses
their care towards discharge.

Get Moving 2 Get Home
As part of Red2Green, ‘Get Moving 2 Get Home’ encourages
patients and their families to get active during their hospital
stay and to wear their own clothes. This aims to aid patients’
experience at our hospitals. We hope to improve patient
morale, mobility and mood, in an effort to help patients
get home earlier.

‘Stranded’ Patients
‘Stranded’ patients stay in
hospital longer than they need
to for their care. A focus week
was held in July to highlight
what can be done to reduce RED DAYS experienced by these
patients. This included staff visiting wards to explain what
‘stranded’ patients are, discussing plans to move forward
and sharing successes with a focus group.

Red2Green launched at Children’s Hospital
Red2Green launched at Children’s Hospital
on Monday 20 August. With the success of
Red2Green helping to reduce delays across
several departments and specialties,
we now aim to bring the same to
our Children’s Hospital!

Well done to specialist nurse
Steve Caldwell for winning
a pair of Tigers tickets in
the staff raffle, in aid of
the #Red2Green launch
in Leicester Children’s
Hospital.

Red2Green
If you have any questions about Red2Green, please contact Louise Moran on louise.moran@uhl-tr.nhs.uk

Health and Wellbeing
Looking after U HL

We care about the
Health and Wellbeing
of our staff
Our staff engagement team has joined with
wellbeing@work to create a dedicated Health and
Wellbeing team, who focus on looking after our staff.
We hold regular information
stands in our restaurants and
update information for staff on
INsite. We offer support on
guidance about physical and
mental health, financial
matters, healthy eating, help to
quit common addictions and
annual health checks.
Thanks to funding from our
staff lottery, staff can access
exercise classes such as Zumba,
Pilates, Yoga, Five a side

football, Body Conditioning,
UHL Fun Runners and
badminton for FREE!
We offer subsidised courses
such as slimming world, where
recent participants have lost up
to seven stone and gym
memberships for local Leicester
City Council gyms. Staff can
currently get a full access gym
membership for a month for
only £13, which covers
swimming, using the gym

facilities and classes.
Our staff can access a selfreferral, physiotherapy service
for musculoskeletal injuries,
whether sustained at home or
at work.
We also offer free social outings
for staff, such as coach trips to
Oxford, Wells by the Sea and a
Christmas Market; as well as
theatre trips, bowling nights,
quiz nights, family fun days,
and floristry courses!

Staff can find out more by visiting INsite
Coach Trips
Bowling Nights
Family Fun Days
Theatre Trips
Floristry Courses
Step into Health
Zumba
Yoga & Pilates
Football
Cricket
Badminton
UHL Fun Runners

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Body Conditioning
Complementary therapies
Slimming World
Gym subscriptions
Smoking cessation
Mind Coaching
Staff bids
Self Referral to Physio
In house counselling
On site fruit & veg stall
Arts for wellbeing

Exercise images created by Freepik

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

be healthy, have fun

Exercise Classes Timetable
Suitable for everyone from beginners to intermediate

If you have never tried a class before why not give it a go!!!
Classes at the Royal and the General are held in the physio gyms.
Bookings can be made online at: insite.xuhl-tr.nhs.uk/homepage/
health-and-wellbeing/wellbeing-at-work/online-booking
Site

Day

Time

Class

Instructor

Royal

Monday

5.15 - 5.55pm

Pilates

Marcella

Monday

6.00 - 6.45pm

Zumba

Marcella

Wednesday

5.15 - 6.00pm

Body Conditioning

Marcella

General

Monday

5.15 - 6.00pm

Yoga

Jashu

Glenfield

Tuesday

6.00 - 6.45pm

Zumba

Marcella

If you’re impressed by the Health and Wellbeing benefits for our staff and would like to join our team,
why not come along to a nursing recruitment event, organised by the Royal College of Nursing,
taking place in Leicester in November. See page 2 for further details.
Alternatively, visit www.jobsatleicestershospitals.nhs.uk to view current vacancies.

Marcella’s workouts!
Marcella Burgess, our wellbeing at work co-ordinator, has been sharing on social media her favourite routines for toning
the glutes (bum), abs (tummy) and triceps (arms)! All of these workout videos are available on our Vimeo channel.

Try these simple moves at home to tone up your triceps

Tell us how you get on and send a workout selfie! to communications@uhl-tr.nhs.uk
If you have a particular training goal or problem area you would like help with, we want to hear from you
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“I believe there are some
exciting challenges and
developments ahead
in the future and look
forward to sharing them
with our customers”

In focus

From Brucciani’s to the NHS
How your favourite food is developed in our hospitals

Nicholas Lee (known as Nick) is
a production and development
chef at Leicester’s Hospitals.
“I began my career at Leicester Royal
Infirmary in 2012. I started as a bank
chef after a fixed term contract ended
as a catering and events manager.
Then I moved to Glenfield Hospital as
the back of house team leader in early
2013. I moved away for a year in 2014,
then returned in August 2015 to my
current role.
“Over the years, I have worked for a
number of contract caterers in various
roles, from working at Brucciani’s coffee
shops in Leicester on a Saturday to
being a Head Chef. I am now mostly
involved in retail catering across our
three hospitals which includes
developing how the restaurants
operate and the foods they provide.
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“I am currently looking at some exciting
new concepts which include a new
oriental offer. Recently we launched a
fresh dough pizza concept called Neo’s
which is proving very popular.
“I want to see our restaurants grow and
one of the ways I have encouraged this is
working with other teams. For example,
I have linked up with the Health and
Wellbeing team to investigate ways we
can begin to introduce healthy ideas
with the food we supply.
“Working creatively is what I love about
the job. When we are looking to
collaborate with other departments we
welcome fresh, new ideas. We launched
the pop-up smoothie stalls with Health
and Wellbeing which offered everyone
the opportunity to purchase drinks
packed with nutritious fruit. I find it
extremely fun doing these one off tests
to see if they can work for the long run in
the future.
@Leic_hospital

leicester’shospitals

“Over the last few years, I have been
involved in a number of projects, such
as the mobilisation of the Christmas
lunches. This was a huge team effort
and was in partnership with the
Leicester Hospitals Charity.
We provided up to 6,500 festive
lunches, helping staff celebrate in style.
“I work with some very dedicated and
hardworking colleagues across all three
sites, including the central production
unit at the General, who are ever willing
to go the extra mile for our patients,
visitors and staff.
“This was one of the reasons that
I chose to return in 2015. I believe there
are some exciting challenges and
developments ahead in the future
within our retail outlets and I look
forward to sharing them with everyone.”

LeicesterHospitalsNHS

leicestershospitals

Quick questions...
Which three words
sum you up?

What is the best
piece of advice you
were ever given?

Driven, dedicated and
conscientious

You never stop learning

Who inspires you?
Any team or individual that
has the ability to go above
and beyond. In my early
years Marco Pierre White,
until he became a celebrity.

Favourite film?

What is your most
memorable holiday?

Wolf of Wall Street

Ibiza (I would rather say
no more!)

Favourite song?
Anything by Elton John.
Erm. Honestly?? I work
in a hospital so can’t say
cigarettes and alcohol by
Oasis?? Oh I have!!

Best health tip?

Best way to relax?

Eat your greens

Watching football

Be sure to check out the latest from our restaurants on INsite!
@Leic_hospital

leicester’shospitals

LeicesterHospitalsNHS

leicestershospitals
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Matrons Shaheen Steers and Julie Burdett
with Consultant Dr Dheya Biswas

Emergency floor opens its
doors to Assessment Units
The new, state-of-the-art Emergency Department (ED) at the Royal Infirmary, now houses
Acute Care Bays, Acute Frailty Unit, Acute Medical Unit, Emergency Decisions Unit,
Emergency Frailty Unit and GP and Ambulatory Care Unit, all on one Emergency Floor.
Known as Phase Two, this new floor
opened in June 2018 next to the existing
emergency department and saw beds
move from their previous homes across
the hospital, creating a single ‘hot floor’ for
emergency patients.
Dr Dheya Biswas, consultant in acute
medicine at Leicester’s Hospitals, said:
“The new purpose-built space for our

assessment units will benefit our staff as
well as our patients. As a teaching hospital,
we are really proud to be able to offer a
state of the art building for junior doctors
to learn.”
Julie Burdett, emergency matron at
Leicester’s Hospitals, said: “We expect our
patients to have an improved experience
when they are looked after on the units, as

Dementia Corridor
8
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we expect to have shorter waiting times,
better patient flows, and closer proximity
to testing, all within an improved overall
environment.”
The site of the former emergency
department in the Balmoral building at the
Royal Infirmary has been repurposed to
house the acute assessment units that
make up Phase Two of the emergency floor.

enhancing your hospitals

@Leic_hospital

leicester’shospitals

LeicesterHospitalsNHS
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Phase Two Emergency Department Layout
Balmoral Building
Level One
GPAU

Memory
Lane

AFU

AMU

ACB
EFU

EDU

Dementia Corridor - Memory Lane

Acute Frailty Unit (AFU)

Acute Medical Unit (AMU)

This area has been generously provided
by Leicester Hospitals Charity, for our
dementia patients to use with our team
of meaningful activity coordinators

Provides a facility for assessing and
treating frail older patients following
their assessment and treatment in ED

An assessment unit which provides
initial assessment and management
of all emergency adult medical patients
requiring admission to the hospital

Emergency Frailty Unit (EFU)

Emergency Decisions Unit (EDU)

Acute Care Bays (ACB)

Care for older patients who are likely to
be discharged within 24 hours.
The clinical team working on EFU will
support the new Frailty Emergency
Squad (FES). Led by a geriatrician, the
multi-disciplinary ‘squad’ will include an
occupational therapist, physiotherapist,
primary care co-ordinators, advanced
clinical practitioners and pharmacists

An assessment unit run by our ED
team. EDU supports the flow of patients
from ED on specific care pathways and
enables smooth continuity of patient
care via further observation,
investigations and treatment

Treats patients with critical medical
conditions and they will receive
assessment, diagnosis and treatment

@Leic_hospital

leicester’shospitals

LeicesterHospitalsNHS

leicestershospitals

GP and Ambulatory Care (GPAU)
Provides same-day emergency
medical care to patients referred by
their GP. GPAU was the first part of
Phase Two to open, in November 2017
AUTUMN 2018
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Save your breath
What if the hospitals of the future could diagnose a chest infection,
heart failure or even cancer, simply by getting you to breathe into a
machine at your bedside? ‘Impossible’, you might say.
Well, that is the vision of the East Midlands Breathomics Pathology
Node (EMBER) - a research collaboration from Leicester’s Hospitals,
the University of Leicester and Loughborough University.
The EMBER team is working to
develop breath analysis tests that
could help in the rapid diagnosis and
treatment of a range of conditions.
The current focus is on respiratory
infections and diseases, such as asthma
and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD).
Rachael Phillips, a research nurse at
Leicester’s Hospitals, said:
“We are collecting breath samples from
patients that are admitted to hospital
with acute shortness of breath. We then
send off the samples to be chemically
analysed by scientists in the
laboratories at the University of
Leicester and Loughborough University
to understand what is in the sample.”
10
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Scientists already know that the
air we breathe out contains a
mixture of chemicals that can
give a snapshot of what is taking
place in the lungs and the blood.
The sample is run through a
machine to produce a ‘map’ of
chemicals in the breath. This map
can be used to spot markers that
may tell us about the health
of the patient,
which could
help doctors
select the
best course
of treatment.
@Leic_hospital

leicester’shospitals

Professor Salman
Siddiqui, a respiratory
physician at Leicester’s
Hospitals and professor
of airway disease and
respiratory medicine at
the University of
Leicester, explains the
importance of the research: “When a
patient comes into hospital they don’t
say ‘I have heart failure’, they describe
their symptoms and clinicians try to
find the cause of those symptoms to
make a diagnosis. However, our current
diagnostic tools are not always sensitive
and specific enough to pick up certain
conditions in their early stages, such as
diseases deep in the lungs.
LeicesterHospitalsNHS

leicestershospitals

“This breath analysis could be a quick
way to accurately identify the cause
without the patient requiring an
invasive procedure or multiple scans.
This means we could give the patient
the best chance of recovery, reduce
exposure to drugs with potentially
harmful side effects, and reduce
readmission rates.”

Barry is taking part in the study

Barry Godber (76) has had Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)
for 18 years. He said: “COPD is horrible.
You may be OK for a couple of weeks
and then it bites you, takes it out of
you. I’m short of breath and tired.”
Barry, from Glenfield, agreed to take
part in the EMBER study to ‘advance life
expectancy‘. He added: “I don’t think I’ll
see the benefits of it, but if it helps other
people in the future, then definitely.

“It’s unbelievable to think in the
future that just by looking at the
breath mixture and finding out
what’s in it you could know what
illness you’ve got – it’s fantastic.”

Can the tests potentially be
used on everyone?
Professor Chris Brightling, a respiratory
physician at Glenfield Hospital, who is
also a professor of respiratory medicine

at the University of Leicester, explains
more: “EMBER brings us an exciting
opportunity to develop new breath
tests to understand the types of
diseases that patients have and the
right treatments for them. This is
applicable to all patients and it has
particular advantages in diagnosing
the elderly and children - where other
procedures, such as blood tests, are
more challenging.’’

EMBER brings us an exciting
opportunity to develop new
breath tests to understand
the types of diseases that
patients have and the right
treatments for them

@Leic_hospital

leicester’shospitals

LeicesterHospitalsNHS

leicestershospitals

For more information, visit:

ember.le.ac.uk/web
The EMBER project is funded by the
Medical Research Council (MRC)
and the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC),
and supported by the National
Institute for Health Research (NIHR)
Leicester Biomedical Research
Centre and Clinical Research Facility.

AUTUMN 2018
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Family time made possible thanks
to kidney transplant 40 years ago

In 1978, Peter Davis was one of the first patients in Leicester to receive dialysis at Leicester
General Hospital and he was the 35th person to have a kidney transplant. 40 years later
Peter sent a letter to thank Leicester’s Hospitals for his treatment and transplant.

”I put the letter together to
show my gratitude as I am
so grateful to everyone
at Leicester’s Hospitals.”

Peter has one of the longest
surviving kidney transplants in the
country. He explains how his
treatment has impacted on his life:
“When I was aged seven I had one of my
kidneys removed. It happened over
Christmas so I was spoilt rotten with
presents, Santa visiting and being well
looked after. Then 19 years later, just
after I got married I was referred back in
relation to my kidney function. I was one
of the first people to receive dialysis at
the General.

My wife, Wendy,
has been there every
step of the way helping
me to always keep
positive!

“Fiona, my elder daughter, was born at
the Royal Infirmary in 1975. I was having
dialysis at the General at the same
moment she was being born. After she
was born I opted to have home dialysis.
It meant I could go to work conveniently
and spend time with my wife and new
baby daughter. I was put on the waiting
list to receive a kidney transplant.
“I had my kidney transplant in 1978.
I didn’t know the donor and at first it
didn’t seem like it was the perfect
match. It took two to three weeks for the
kidney to work in sync with my body.
“My second daughter, Ruth, was born in
1980. I would say that having the
transplant has given me freedom and
amazing moments with my family.”
12
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Peter in October 1974 whilst on dialysis

Each year about 100
kidney transplants are
performed at Leicester
General Hospital, about
one third now come from
living donors.
Peter continued: “One of the ways
I have tried to give something back
is by helping to set up the kidney
patient society with Pam Manley.
Paul Dunn, Laboratory Director
of Histocompatibility and
Immunogenetics
Paul said:

“Receiving this letter from
Peter was very special.
It was amazing being able
to share this life-changing
news with my colleagues.
It makes it all worthwhile.”

In the UK, over 5,000 people are
waiting for a kidney transplant.
Anyone, of any age, can join the
Organ Donor Register, and parents
can register their children.
For people in the black, Asian and
ethnic minority communities the
situation is even more critical - they wait
longer due to a lack of suitable organs.
@Leic_hospital

leicester’shospitals

“The society has given people a
group they can relate to and seek
reassurance. In June 2018, to
celebrate the 40th anniversary of
my kidney transplant I held a
massive party. The people who
came asked what I’d like as a
present! I explained I didn’t want
any presents but if they wanted
they could donate to the Leicester
Kidney Care Appeal.
“A total of £2000 was donated.”

Give the gift of life
Visit:

www.organdonation.nhs.uk
or call:

0300 123 23 23

to sign up to the register

LeicesterHospitalsNHS

leicestershospitals
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# Inside Out

#InsideOut returns and in this issue we meet Ben Collins who recently joined Leicester’s Hospitals
as our emergency planning officer. Read about his exciting role and find out more about his life
outside of work…

Inside
What is your role inside the Trust?
I am an emergency planning officer, so it’s my role to help
staff plan for the things they hope will never happen! As
part of this, I write and test plans for
large-scale emergencies like pandemic
flu, terrorist attacks and transport
accidents. It’s not all loud explosions
and outbreaks; I also plan for incidents
which can seriously impact on our
ability to deliver critical services –
things like severe weather, loss
of power or IT failure.

What do you enjoy most
about working for Leicester’s
Hospitals?
I only started working here
in the Spring and having
moved to Leicester from a
hospital in North Devon, it’s
quite a bit different! Whilst I
might miss cycling down to
the beach at the end of a hot
day, I really enjoy working for
such a large Trust and getting
to learn about the range of
specialist services which you just
don’t get working somewhere
smaller.
What do you enjoy most about
being a weight loss coach?
Having lost four stone myself,
I know just how difficult it can
be to not only lose weight, but
also to keep it off, and helping
others do the same is amazing.
Although I only work with
clients for a period of
three months, they usually

Out

What is your role outside of the Trust?
I am a weight loss coach, helping people to lose weight in
a way which is healthy, controlled and sustainable. To do
this, I run a 12-week weight loss clinic in
which I provide personalised weekly
nutrition and activity recommendations,
alongside educational workshops
on the basics to good nutrition.

on average lose at least one
stone, which can significantly
improve their health and
wellbeing. Best of all, some
clients I have worked with
have gone on to lose three,
four or even five stone and
that is nothing short of
life-changing!

Do you see any parallels
between your work at
Leicester’s Hospitals and
being a weight loss coach?
Everybody recognises that being
prepared for emergencies and
taking care of your health are really
important, however, for many
people, life at home and at work
are increasingly busy and
sometimes these things can slip
down the list of priorities. The
parallel between my roles is that
I help to provide them with a
way forward which is simple,
achievable and – dare I say –
sometimes even enjoyable!

Want to feature in #InsideOut? Do you volunteer, compete in a sport, or have a skill/talent?
Share it with us and take part in #InsideOut
14
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COACH

Ben Collins

Ben Collins

Emergency planning officer,
Leicester Royal Infirmary

Weight loss coach

The parallel between
my roles is that I help to
provide people with a way
forward which is simple,
achievable and - dare I say
- sometimes even
enjoyable!

Photos by Medical Illustration
Additional photos by Mike Fallarme and Lukas from Pexels
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It’s not too late!
Join
the Fun

Wouldn’t you like a chance to provide your
ward or department with something a little bit special?

Saturday 29 September
Location:
Victoria Park, Leicester LE21 7RY

Start time:
Registration opens 11am
Walk begins 12pm

Registration cost:
£5 (Under-5s free)

Website:
www.lhcharity.org.uk/w4w2018

Whoever you are. Whatever you do.
You could do something amazing for
your ward or department by getting your
colleagues together and signing up for
Leicester Hospitals
Charity’s Walk for Wards!

You can register for £5 by visiting

Join us for a fun,
family-friendly
5km walk
around Victoria
Park. All the
sponsorship that our
walkers are raising could
help to fund new
improvements,

We held our third annual
Butterfly Walk at Leicester Race
Course in Oadby on Saturday
9 June 2018 to raise funds for
the Breast Care Centre.

or for more information and to register
call 0116 258 4943.
Children under five walk for free and
Walk for Wards is also pet-friendly,
so bring your dog along too!
This is your chance to do
something that will make a
difference for your ward or
department – no matter what part of
Leicester’s Hospitals you are.

We hope to see you there!
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Butterfly Walk 2018
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www.LHCharity.org.uk/w4w2018
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So far we have been able to purchase a
wide range of equipment and furniture as
well as fund a full time research Nurse.

Thank you to all of you who took part!

Butterfly Walk images courtesy of Michael Sewell Photography

Date:

equipment, training, research or benefits
for the ward or department of Leicester's
Hospitals that they choose!

brea
s

Walk for Wards 2018

Maybe there’s a piece of equipment
that could make your day-to-day work
that much easier?

Marathon runner
Rupesh makes
Lilac Room a reality
We have some fabulous
fundraisers who do truly
fantastic things to help raise
money for Leicester’s
Hospitals.
People like Rupesh Masani, who raised
over £8,000 for our Baby Loss Appeal by
completing this year’s London Marathon.
After he and wife Deepa faced the tragic
loss of a child during pregnancy, Rupesh
realised that patients experiencing
antenatal baby loss or difficulties with
pregnancy deserved a comforting space
to privately grieve and receive support.
As a result of his fundraising efforts, we’re
delighted to say that the new Lilac Room
in the Kensington Building at the Royal
Infirmary has now opened. The room is
already providing our patients with the
additional space and comfort they deserve.
“Losing a baby is the worst thing a parent
can go through,” said Rupesh.
“We remember using the Lilac Room
following the loss of our baby, Jai, in 2016.
The room has now been completely
transformed.

“We are so thankful to Rupesh for using his
time and energy to raise this money for the
Lilac Room and also to the Leicestershire &
Rutland Sands local group for their
additional support,” says Jo.
“Our Trust is a pilot site for the Sands
National Bereavement Care Pathway and
it's really important that we continue to
work closely with bereaved parents to
develop services and facilities that are
sensitive, equitable and parent-centred.”

“We cannot take away the pain
and sorrow parents will feel
Donations to Leicester Hospitals Charity’s
following the loss of a child but
Baby Loss Appeal have funded six other
we sincerely hope that the
specialist rooms for families who experience
new room will allow grieving
difficulties during pregnancy or stillbirth
across Leicester’s Hospitals.
parents to experience a little
more comfort at what is an
extremely difficult time.”

“We cannot take away the pain and sorrow
parents will feel following the loss of a child
but we sincerely hope that the new room
will allow grieving parents to experience a
little more comfort at what is an extremely
difficult time.”
Specialist midwife for bereavement,
Jo Dickens, expressed her
gratitude to the Masanis for
helping make the Lilac
Room a reality.

If you’d like to support our Baby Loss Appeal, or for more information, please visit
www.LHCharity.org.uk/Leicester-baby-loss-appeal or call our charity office on 0116 258 8709

On Thursday
5 July we celebrated

70 years of
the NHS

by holding a Big 7-Tea
Party in Leicester

Party
With well over 300 people coming along
this was our best attended event in
recent years.
People enjoyed a variety of tea and cakes, talks and
a diverse range of entertainment. During the event
we were treated to performances by the DMU Gospel
Choir, a steel pan band, Indian classical music, our own
hospital choir and a traditional South Indian dancer.

big7Tea

We would like to say
a huge thank you
to everyone who
made this a huge
success.

Conversation

Directly after the tea party we held a Big 7-Tea
Conversation event which gave members of the
public a chance to put questions to a panel of
health leaders from local health organisations.
We had some fantastic feedback from staff, members of the
public and volunteers and it was great to celebrate our
Platinum anniversary together.

If you missed the event, please take a look at
leicester’shospitals on Facebook to see a
video of the day’s events.

TEMPORARY EXHIBITION

THE ART OF HEALTHCARE

Running until JANUARY 2019

OPENING HOURS: Tuesday - Friday, 12:00 - 17:00
De Montfort University Heritage Centre, Located on the lower
ground floor of Hawthorn Building, The Newarke, Leicester, LE2 7BY
Exploring the connection between museums, learning and wellbeing.
Featuring objects from the extensive collection of art, artefacts and archives
belonging to University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust.
Leicester’s hospitals have accumulated thousands of extraordinary objects
since the opening of the Infirmary in 1771.
This often curious collection of artwork, photographs, marketing
advertisements, posters, newspaper clippings, medical instruments, remedies
and more, provides a fascinating look into the progression of healthcare as well
as changes to our general lifestyle and social views on wellbeing.
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The exhibition celebrates the history of Leicester’s Hospitals, while focusing on
its recent initiative to develop an Arts and Heritage programme to preserve and
promote this significant collection.
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Medicine talks

Come along to our FREE Marvellous Medicine talks
this autumn. 6pm – 7.30pm, Clinical Education Centre,
Leicester General Hospital.
11 October

20 September

ECMO - Life-saving
Intervention

Injection Antibiotics at Home Helping patients get out of
hospital sooner

Dr Susan Dashey,
Consultant in Anaesthesia,
Intensive Care Medicine and ECMO

Dr Helena White,
Consultant in Infectious Diseases

ECMO, or extracorporeal membranous oxygenation
is a life-saving intervention offered to patients
when they have a critical condition which
prevents the lungs or heart from working
normally. Join us to find out more about
this life-saving intervention.

Some patients require injection antibiotics but are
otherwise well enough to leave hospital. The
Outpatient Parenteral Antimicrobial Therapy
(OPAT) Service enables them to live a
normal life whilst still receiving
treatment at home.

Contact Us!

8 November

Organ Donation
Dr Jane Victoria Gill,
Consultant Neonatologist and
Co-Clinical Lead for Organ Donation
Come along to this talk to hear more about
the history of organ donation in the UK, the
process involved and some real life
stories of both donor families and
recipients of this life saving gift.

For more information on these talks contact 0116 258 8685 or email
Karl Mayes, Patient and Public Involvement/Membership Manager: karl.mayes@uhl-tr.nhs.uk

Volunteering Update
Investing in volunteers
Leicester’s Hospitals Volunteer Services have recently been through
a re-evaluation and assessment process to try to maintain our
Quality Mark Standard: Investing in Volunteers. We originally
achieved this standard in 2014 and continuously work to maintain
and exceed the standards that were previously set.
The process involves producing evidence
relating to our policies, practices and
procedures, using online questionnaires
and face to face and telephone interviews.
Firstly, we would like to say a huge thank
you to all of those volunteers who took
part in the process. Your honest responses
and genuine passion for your volunteering
was really valuable and enabled the
assessor to gain a better understanding of
how our service works.

All of the evidence was collated, and a
report was written which recommended
that we be awarded the standard for
another three years and we have just
received confirmation from the outside
verifier that we have been successful.
This standard is a measure of the value
that the Trust places on the involvement
of volunteers in the delivery of services
to patients and of the incredible
level of commitment and support
given by all of our volunteers.

Here’s how you
can get involved…

Thank you to all of you for everything you
do every day and we promise to try to
continue to provide you with everything
you need to be able to achieve this.

Thank you

Volunteer Services Team
Become a
Volunteer!

To register your
interest please visit
our website
www.
leicestershospitals.
nhs.uk

We recruit new volunteers throughout the year.
The recruitment process can take up to three months
(depending on individual circumstances) and each
application is considered against a set criteria.
Unfortunately, we are not able to offer short term
placements of any kind and we don’t provide work
experience or shadowing opportunities.
If we receive a high number of online registrations
we close the online form.

For more information visit our website
www.leicestershospitals.nhs.uk
or call 0116 258 7221/8868/3955
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Volunteers needed…
Charity Shop

Where: General Hospital
What: Displaying, pricing
goods and serving
customers.

Charity Shop

Where: Glenfield Hospital
What: Sorting and preparing
donated items for sale
at the sorting centre.

Patient Library Services

Where: Royal Infirmary and General Hospital
What: In teams of two and three our volunteers
take trollies of books, magazines and
puzzles plus more around the wards.

Vol

leicester’shospitals

ces

@Leic_hospital

teer

Volun

Servi

Where: Royal Infirmary
What: To help people find where they need
to go in hospital our volunteers direct
and take people to their destinations.

ices

Ward Support &
Mealtime Assistants

eer

Serv

Meet and Greet

unt

Where: Across all three of Leicester’s Hospitals
What: Our volunteers assist with general tasks to support 		
patients on the wards especially around mealtimes.

LeicesterHospitalsNHS

leicestershospitals
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Trip of a lifetime

Out

&
About
30 years and still going strong

Three members of our estates and facilities team are
celebrating 30 years of service at Coalville Hospital this
year. Julia O’Mara, Barbara Morris and Pauline Grady
started working at the hospital in 1988. As catering
assistant and domestic assistants, all three have seen a
wealth of change during their time. Zonal coordinator
of Coalville Hospital, Jane Toon said:
“The three are amazing assets to my team.
Their dedication over the last 30 years is a
testament to the hardworking nature of the NHS.”
If you know of any staff celebrating long services
in our hospital please get in touch!

A green thumbs-up for ward 31
Staff on Ward 31 at Glenfield have been congratulated
on the amazing effort they all put into their
communal garden. Health care assistant, Moira
Carling was the drive behind the original plan to
re-create the garden, and along with the rest of
the team, they have transformed the area into a
peaceful place for both patients and staff.

Marianne Elloy (paediatric ear,
nose and throat consultant) and
Sue Thompson (emergency
department deputy sister)
embarked on a trip of a lifetime
in May 2018. Both were selected
by the Army (2 Medical
Regiment) to go to Askari
Serpent in Kenya. They spent
time working with colleagues in
the Army providing medical
support to the people of Kenya.
Sue said: ”It was the journey of a lifetime. From their help at the
community engagement projects at the Winds of Hope Orphanage,
Mount Kenya Animal Orphanage and the Rural Treatment Centres it
was clear to see the desire they all have to make things better.”
Marianne: “We witnessed a team of
dedicated, passionate, organised
and professional individuals on our
journey. We experienced displays
of dignity, integrity and
camaraderie. On home territory
we can look back and be
grateful for what we have, and
quite often take for granted.”

“Look Good Feel Better” after cancer treatment
Macmillan Information Centre at
the Royal Infirmary delivers "Look
Good Feel Better" (LGFB) sessions
for women, which gives tips and
advice on applying make-up and
skin care. From Autumn 2018,
LGFB sessions will also be offered
to men with cancer. The men’s
'skin fitness' workshops will
cover grooming basics including
cleansing and moisturising. This will help with shaving and other
skin issues, covering some of the challenges men may face during
and after treatment.
The men’s sessions
start in
September and
will be run
monthly.
The women’s
sessions are held
once every three
weeks throughout the year.

Places can be booked by contacting the Macmillan
Information and Support Centre on 0116 258 6189.
Find out more about Look Good Feel Better visit:
www.lookgoodfeelbetter.co.uk
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Try the trail over lunch
If you’re looking for something different to do at lunchtime you can take
part in the Leicester Royal Infirmary Arts and Heritage trail - it’s
approximately 3,000 steps towards your daily
10,000 steps. The communications team
tested it out and can verify the artworks and
monuments are amazing. Take a look at the route
online: www.leicestershospitals.nhs.uk/aboutus/
arts-and-heritage-at-leicesters-hospitals/arts-and-heritage-trail

arts

&heritage

British doctors lift 2018 medical football world cup
The medical football world cup was a major
sport event and took place in Prague from 30
June – 8 July 2018. Over 22 nations from five
continents took part.
The GB squad had a 40-year age range and won
the final 2-0 over a physically powerful, super fit
and well organised Czech team, ending their
three-year grip on the Morell Cup. It was the
second time team GB have won it in the
competition’s 23-year history.
Part of the squad also competed in the seven-aside Vogel Cup. Chris Avery (consultant in head
and neck/maxillofacial surgery) was top scorer
netting nine times!

No-one expected a hat-trick
against Brazil!

Communications Department
Level 2, Windsor Building
Leicester Royal Infirmary
Leicester, LE1 5WW
On the cover:
Peter and Wendy Davis

CONTACT
together is written

Chris said: “No-one expected a hat-trick against
Brazil! The tournament is a fantastic opportunity
to meet medics from all over the world and at
different stages of their careers. It is a powerful
team bonding experience. The majority of players
are junior doctors. It was a great achievement to
win in Prague. The event is invariably enjoyed by
friends and family.”
Anyone interested in the GB team may
contact Chris: christopher.avery@uhl-tr.nhs.uk
The GB team will next year head to Cancun in
Mexico to defend their title at a new sports
complex being built for the 2019 tournament.
www.wmfc2019.com

Well done Nick and Simon!
Nick Sone (financial controller at Leicester’s
Hospitals) and Simon Pizzey (head of planning
and strategic commissioning for East
Leicestershire and Rutland CCG) completed the
London Marathon on 22 April 2018! They raised
vital funds for Leicester Hospitals Charity and ran
to raise awareness of Red2Green.
Nick said, “Red2Green will make an immediate
improvement to the lives of patients, particularly
those who are vulnerable and lonely.”

Calling
all staff!

is the official magazine of
the University Hospitals
of Leicester.

Simon said, “Following
my time as a general
manager of the
Medicine for the
Elderly wards, I have
become incredibly
passionate about supporting
patients to become active and ensure they are
able to recover as
soon as possible.”
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Red2Green

If you’re ‘Out & About’ doing something interesting we’d love
to hear from you. Send your photos and a brief summary to:

communications@uhl-tr.nhs.uk
and we’ll pick a few to include in the next edition.
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WIN

A ONE
NIGHT
STAY

WIN A ONE NIGHT STAY IN A DOUBLE DELUXE
ROOM & BREAKFAST AT WINSTANLEY HOUSE
A SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL
VENUE
IN THE HEART OF
LEICESTERSHIRE
Winstanley House has 19 rooms and suites in
the main Georgian building and the carefully
converted former coach houses.

You’ll feel right at home with quality and
service at the heart of everything.

Enjoy beautifully furnished rooms and luxury
toiletries, promising you a night steeped in
history with the desirability of modern design.

Winstanley House, Hinckley Road, Leicester,
LE3 1HX UK
www.winstanleyhouse.co.uk

At a time and date of your choice.

Terms and conditions: Value up to £155.00. Please note this is strictly subject to availability.
Please call our reception on 01163 665 642 for availability and reservations
Valid until 31/7/2019. This voucher cannot be redeemed for cash, and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.
This voucher can only be redeemed once, is subject to confirmation by Winstanley House.

COMPETITION

Last

To enter: What year was Peter Davis’ Kidney Transplant? edition’s

Send your answer, name and contact details to:
competitions@uhl-tr.nhs.uk Closing date is Friday 23 November 2018

winner:

Julia Pick

